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텍스트를 입력하세요.태원고
[서술형] 다음 글의 밑줄 친 단어의 문맥상 뜻풀이가 완성될 

수 있도록 빈칸을 채우시오.  [태원고 7과]1

 What he did not know was how smart lions are. 

When the lions found out that no one was around, 

they entered the stable and attacked the cows 

anyway. Next, Richard set up (A) scarecrows. They 

were of no use, either. He had to find a way to stop 

the lions before he lost another cow!

 Richard observed the lions' behavior. One night, he 

took a torch and walked around the stable. He 

sensed that lions were outside in the dark, but they 

would not come near if they thought somebody was 

walking around to protect the cows. Then he had an 

idea−a moving torch! To lions, a moving torch could 

only mean that a person was holding it, which would 

stop them from (B) approaching the stable.  How, 

he thought to himself, could he make it appear that a 

torch was moving? 

 After lots of trial and error, Richard finally created a 

system of flashing LED lights, powered by an old car 

battery that was (C) charged by a (D) solar panel. 

Richard set the lights up along the fence. At night, 

the lights could be seen from outside the stable and 

took turns flashing, which appeared as if people 

were moving around with torches. Never again did 

lions cross Richard's fence. Richard called his 

system Lion Lights.

 This simple and (E) practical device did no harm to 

lions, so human beings, cattle, and lions were finally 

able to make peace with one another. Lion Lights 

also work for other wild animals. Richard's Lion 

Lights are now being used all over Kenya.

(A) scarecrow - an object r________ a person, set 

up to discourage birds from eating crops

(B) approach - to get c________ to someone or 

something

(C) charge - to store e________ energy in a battery

(D) solar - relating to the s________

(E) practical - u________ because it is related to 

real situations rather than just ideas and theories
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텍스트를 입력하세요.정답
 (A) resembling / (B) closer / (C) electrical / (D) sun / (E) useful1
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